ABSTRACT Integration of the promising millimeter wave (mmWave) technology into the legacy cellular network is one of the main challenges toward a unified 5G cellular network. However, directly controlling the access of mmWave small cells (SCs) via the LTE eNB using the conventional LTE/WLANs interworking seems to be an inefficient solution. This is due to the short transmission range of the mmWave signal accompanied with the inevitable use of directional communications in these bands. In this paper, a novel radio access network-level hierarchical multi-band heterogeneous network (HetNet) is proposed to efficiently overlay mmWave SCs over LTE. In this architecture, the Wi-Fi medium coverage band is used as an intermediate level between the large coverage LTE band and the small coverage mmWave band. The Wi-Fi band via the proposed concept of Wi-Fi/mmWave sub-clouds enables precise control to the access over the mmWave band. Whereas, the LTE eNB only controls the access over the distributed Wi-Fi/mmWave subclouds. Accordingly, a novel concept of two-level control and user data (2C/U) planes splitting is introduced in this paper. In this 2C/U plane splitting, the LTE eNB controls the network access over the distributed sub-clouds using the first level of control (C1-plane). The second level of control (C2-plane), provided by the Wi-Fi band, controls the access over the distributed mmWave SCs inside the sub-clouds. Thanks to this distributed control, the mmWave band can be efficiently utilized and the complexity of the mmWave initial access can be highly reduced. Moreover, the associated signaling/processing load on both LTE eNB and core network can be highly relaxed. Analytical and numerical analysis assure the performance superiority of the proposed LTE/Wi-Fi/mmWave HetNet over the conventional LTE/mmWave HetNet.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fifth generation (5G) mobile cellular networks have been envisioned to face the bottleneck of the current cellular networks in supporting the future high wireless data rates [1] - [3] . It is well-recognized that, due to their complementary and attractive features, the cellular networks [4] and wireless local area networks (WLANs) [5] can be integrated into a multi radio access technologies (multi-RATs) heterogeneous networks (HetNets) [6] - [8] enabling high data rate services. In the recent years, the integration between the long term evolution (LTE)/long term evolution-advanced (LTE-A) [4] and WLAN has drawn considerable research attention. To this end, many interworking solutions have been developed by different standard organizations to consider the cellular network/ WLAN integration challenges [9] - [12] . Specifically, the 3rd generation partnership project (3GPP) had been working on standardization for this LTE/WLAN integration and various interworking architectures have been introduced. In these architectures, the LTE eNB is overlaid with WLAN out-of-band small cells (SCs) to enable user traffic offloading and to increase the quality of service (QoS) and the overall system capacity. Generally, according to the interdependence between the mobile network and WLAN, the interworking architectures are classified into two groups, Aforementioned mmWave limitations and special features make its integration into the LTE cellular network more challenging than the conventional LTE/WLAN integration. Since, many critical issues such as mmWave SC discovery and association, mmWave SCs coordination, coordinated BT among mmWave SCs, mmWave SCs seamless handover (HO), etc. [30] , should be efficiently addressed while performing integration with the LTE eNB. Moreover, the deployment of the limited-coverage mmWave SCs to fully cover the large LTE eNB footprint will highly increase the complexity and power consumption rates. This is because, LTE eNB needs to manage the mmWave challenging issues over thousands of deployed mmWave SCs simultaneously. The consequences will be more worse in the case of mobility scenario, since a moving UE needs to change its serving SC more frequently. Also, inside the serving mmWave SC, re-beamforming using an exhaustive search BT process is required to maintain the communication link when the UE moves away from the serving beam coverage. Such frequent beam and SC HOs cause heavy mobility signaling load on both LTE eNB and CN. Due to the newly arising mmWave challenges, direct usage of the currently standardized and proposed LTE/WLAN integration architectures, without appropriate modifications, wastes the huge resources provided by the mmWave band.
In this perspective, this paper addresses the challenge of LTE/mmWave integration and proposes a novel interworking solution based on the interplay between different RATs in a hierarchical HetNet architecture. In the proposed HetNet, without loss of generality, Wi-Fi is used as an intermediate band between LTE and mmWave bands to precisely manage the mmWave access via the proposed concept of Wi-Fi/ mmWave sub-clouds. Towards that, a novel 2C/U plane splitting mechanism is also proposed to orchestrate the interoperation between the different RATs. In which, the twolevel C-plane is distributed between the LTE and Wi-Fi bands, while the U-plane is mainly attached to the highest data rate mmWave band. The first control plane, C1, is attached to the LTE eNB and it controls the access between the LTE eNB and the deployed Wi-Fi/mmWave sub-clouds and among the sub-clouds. The second control plane, C2, is attached to the Wi-Fi band, and it controls the access among Wi-Fi/mmWave SCs inside each sub-cloud. LTE-based localization service is used to provide relatively accurate UE location information in the sub-cloud domain. Hence, LTE eNB can efficiently manage the sub-clouds discovery, synchronization and association. Inside, each sub-cloud, the mobility associated signaling can be maintained in a local management domain by introducing what so-called sub-cloud local controller (SLC). Assisted by an accurate Wi-Fi-based localization service [31] , the SLC can precisely manage and control the access over the mmWave SCs in its associated sub-cloud using Wi-Fi signaling provided by the C2 plane. Utilizing the unlicensed Wi-Fi band is inspired by its precise control over the mmWave access at lower implementation cost. This is because, IEEE 802.11ad has a backward compatibility with the IEEE 802.11 Wi-Fi standard and a multi-band (2.4, 5 and 60 GHz) access point (AP) has already been introduced by IEEE 802.11ad [26] . Moreover, it has interference immunity with the LTE band unlike using other types of LTE medium coverage SCs like picocells and femtocells. Hence, a significant network capacity gain can be achieved using low-cost integration architectures. Due to the proposed hierarchal control, a significant signaling load reduction on the cellular network can be attained, since the heavy mmWave mobility signaling becomes transparent with respect to LTE eNB and CN. Also, the complexity of the mmWave initial access can be extremely reduced due to the accurate Wi-Fi positioning.
The work presented in this paper is related to our conference paper presented in [32] , by which comprehensive study and evaluation of the proposed HetNet will be given. Compared to the work presented in [32] , in this paper, we will develop the detailed mathematical frameworks for the crucial parameters bounding the performance of the proposed HeNet, such as the miss detection and the false detection probabilities. In addition, the effect of path blocking as a key feature of the mmWave systems will be considered. Furthermore, extensive simulations are conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed HetNet, since the simulations are extended to include new evaluation metrics such as mmWave initial access complexity. Also, different simulation scenarios with different UE velocities will be presented to evaluate the eNB/CN signaling load in both the proposed multiband HetNet and the conventional one.
Hence, the key contributions of this paper can be summarized as:
• A novel LTE/Wi-Fi/mmWave HetNet architecture is proposed.
• A novel 2C/U plane splitting scheme is proposed to efficiently organize the operation inside the proposed HetNet.
• The detailed protocol stack of the proposed HetNet using an integration in the packet data convergence protocol (PDCP) layer is introduced.
• Mathematical frameworks for the key parameters of the proposed HetNet such as, miss detection and false detection probabilities are driven.
• Extensive simulations to analyze and evaluate the different aspects of the proposed HetNet and compare it with the conventional one are conducted. The rest of this paper is organized as follows, Section II explores the related works. Section III gives the proposed system model. Section IV gives the proposed 2C/U plane splitting and the proposed protocol stacks. Section V and VI give the mathematical and simulation analysis followed by the conclusion in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORKS
The attractive and complementary characteristics of the cellular networks and WLANs have been drawing considerable research and standards organizations attention and many interworking solutions have been recently proposed in literature. The media independent handover (MIH) framework and the access network query protocol (ANQP) [9] , [10] have been developed by IEEE to provide vertical handovers between different RANs, and to support connecting to WLANs, respectively. WiMAX also proposed solutions for interworking with other RANs [12] . In the recent years, 3GPP has specified the high-level interworking requirements and architectures for 3GPP/WLAN integration [33] , and it has proposed many interworking solutions, extended from loosely-coupled to tightly-coupled architectures throughout different Releases. In Release 6, the interworking between the 3G (UMTS) and WLAN was investigated [33] , and various interworking scenarios have been introduced. In Release 8, the access network discovery and selection function (ANDSF) [11] is introduced to enable UE to discover non-3GPP access networks in nonroaming scenarios, and then it was enhanced in Release 9 [34] to include the roaming scenarios. All the above-mentioned interworking solutions till 3GPP Release 11 are classified as loosely-coupled, which are used to preserve the cellular network resources by providing best-effort traffic to WLANs. The most dominant drawback of this architectural model is the longer handover latencies compared to the tightly-coupled architectural model. In 3GPP Release 12 [16] , 3GPP started to identify tightly-coupled interworking solutions using CN-level interworking solutions for LTE/Wi-Fi. In which, the Wi-Fi AP accesses the 3GPP authentication authorization accounting (AAA) server and packet data network gateway (PDN GW) in the 3GPP CN using STa, S2a and S2c interfaces. Recently, 3GPP Release 13 [15] has introduced LTE/WLAN aggregation (LWA) to aggregate the two access networks at the PDCP layer. In these RAN-level architectures, the C/U plane splitting mechanism is introduced to reduce the inter-cell HOs.
Targeting the integration of the promising mmWave band, Semiari et al. [35] , [36] have proposed two network architectures to directly integrate the sub-6 GHz and mmWave RATs either through the PDCP layer or the MAC layer. Moreover, they proposed resource and mobility management in addition to user application scheduling in the suggested integrated architectures. Also, Li et al. [37] and Peng et al. [38] have proposed tightly coupled LTE/mmWave integration solutions. In these architectures [34] - [37] , the mmWave SCs are directly connected with the LTE eNB via X2 interfaces in a centralized control manner or integrated through the MAC layer in a dual-mode approach. However, due to its unique features, directly integrating mmWave SCs with LTE eNB using the above-mentioned interworking solutions, either loosely coupling or tightly coupling, seem to be inefficient. This is due to the huge signaling control required to manage the access over thousands of mmWave SCs deployed in the LTE eNB area. Also, the accuracy of the LTE-based UE localization, used for taking mmWave HO decisions, is in order of tens of meters, causing numerous false mmWave HO decisions. In addition, LTE-based localization cannot be VOLUME 6, 2018 used for accomplishing the detailed mmWave radio resource management (RRM) such as finding the best communicating beam IDs, mmWave SCs coordination, coordinated BT among mmWave SCs, mmWave SCs concurrent transmissions, interference management among mmWave SCs, etc. [30] .
III. PROPOSED LTE/Wi-Fi/mmWave HetNet
In the followings, we will explain in more details the proposed 5G cellular network based on tightly coupling LTE/Wi-Fi/mmWave bands in a novel hierarchal structure empowered by a newly proposed concept of 2C/U plane splitting.
A. OVERALL HetNet ARCHITECTURE Fig.1 shows the proposed multi-band HetNet architecture consisting of the wider/continuous coverage LTE eNB overlaid by a few number of Wi-Fi/mmWave sub-clouds. Each sub-cloud represents a cluster including many dual band Wi-Fi/mmWave SCs connected to a SLC. According to the 3GPP standard, the LTE eNB is connected to the mobility management entity (MME) by means of the S1-C interface, and to the serving gateway (SGW) by means of the S1-U interface [39] . As indicated in Fig. 1 , the proposed multi-RAT architecture is based on a multi-level anchoring mechanism making it highly compatible with the future concept of wireless caching [40] . In the first level, the LTE eNB is used as the main data anchor point for the UE and the SLCs (sub-clouds), since the U-plane can be provided directly over the lower data rate of LTE radio or opportunistically through WLAN unlicensed radio bands based on WLAN availability. In the second level, the SLC is used as a local data anchor point for the SCs that deployed within the associated sub-cloud, and it decides traffic steering between either Wi-Fi or mmWave band based on the availability. Thus, the data path from the eNB to the SLC remains the same as long as the UE mobility is within the same sub-cloud. On the UE side, multi-band LWA can be performed using the different LTE, Wi-Fi and mmWave modules. To safe the UE energy, the Wi-Fi and mmWave modules remain in the turn-off state and triggered to the turn-on state only when the Wi-Fi and mmWave links are available, respectively.
In the proposed multi-band HetNet, instead of the conventional CN-based and RAN-based interworking architectures using C/U plane splitting [17] , a two-stage of internetworking and control is introduced. In the inter sub-cloud stage, when the user is only covered by LTE eNB, its context information, e.g., current position, traffic demand, etc., and the signaling information related to mobility management, radio resource allocations, etc., are conveyed via a C1-plane attached to the LTE eNB. Whereas, on the intra sub-cloud stage, when the UE is located inside a Wi-Fi/mmWave sub-cloud, the LTE may inform the UE to offload its traffic through the selected sub-cloud. Then, all signaling information required for managing user traffic transmissions inside the sub-cloud are conveyed by C2-plane attached to the Wi-Fi band, where the SLC carries out most RRM over the sub-cloud without LTE eNB involvement.
B. SUB-CLOUD ARCHITECTURE
As shown in Fig. 1 , SLCs are tightly connected to the LTE eNB via high speed backhaul links. To work side by side with the 3GPP standard release 13, Xw interface is employed in the backhaul [13] , [15] , which represents a logical link that does not require a direct physical interface. Instead, it is based on a tunneling concept, where each connected node can be reached through routing in the IP network. Dual band Wi-Fi/mmWave SCs are connected to a SLC through high speed front-haul links in a cluster fashion. SLC can be implemented as an independent node or employed in one SC in the sub-cloud by providing some controlling functionalities. Inside the subcloud, SCs share the same service set identifier (SSID) as a one extended service set (ESS) corresponding to the ''WLAN mobility set''. Also, efficient dual MAC protocols, such as that proposed in [41] , can be implemented to organize its internal operation.
The main SLC functions can be summarized as follows: 1) Receiving/forwarding data packets from/to LTE eNB/sub-cloud SCs. 2) Receiving/forwarding only necessary signaling information from/to LTE eNB. 3) Providing a local mobility management by tracking UE position relative to the surrounding SCs. 4) Providing the required signaling for setting up mmWave link via the already established Wi-Fi link. 5) Providing the required signaling for horizontal HO between mmWave SCs and vertical HO between Wi-Fi and mmWave bands. 6) Interference mitigation between operating SCs either in Wi-Fi band by prober radio resource allocation and in mmWave band by eliminating collisions resulting from beams overlap. By the above-mentioned functionalities, SLC separates the problems of mmWave access and mmWave RRM from LTE eNB. Thus, the mmWave initial access and HOs between SCs inside the sub-cloud become transparent to 3GPP network. Accordingly, the signaling/processing load on both LTE eNB and CN will be extremely relaxed. Besides, it reduces the number of frequent HO decisions and latency in data transmissions. This comes due to the use of the more accurate Wi-Fi-based localization and the lower latency front-haul links compared to using LTE-based localization and directly connecting mmWave SCs with LTE eNB via X2 interfaces as proposed in [38] .
For mmWave initial access inside the sub-cloud of the proposed HetNet, the scheme in [31] is utilized. In this scheme, as shown in Fig. 2 , the SLC selects a group of candidates mmWave SCs expected to cover the UE at its estimated location based on their potential received power strengths. Then, for each candidate mmWave SC, the SLC geometrically localizes a group of best beam IDs to perform BT with the UE based on its estimated location. To overcome localization error, the SLC not only selects the estimated line-of-sight (LOS) beam, but also the first tier of beams around it.
C. LINK PROPAGATION MODELS
In this subsection, the propagation link models of the different LTE, Wi-Fi and mmWave bands are presented.
1) LTE LINK MODEL
The 3GPP urban macro channel model [42] is utilized to represent the macro eNB link. The received power at a UE located at a distance d from the eNB in dBm, P LTE r , is determined as follows:
where, P LTE t is the TX power of the eNB in dBm. PL LTE d represents the distance-dependent path loss experienced by a UE at distance d from the eNB, which can be expressed as:
where d L 0 denotes the reference distance from the eNB, which is equal to 0.1 km. X L q represents the log-norm shadowing term of the LTE band with zero mean and a standard deviation, σ LTE , of 8 dB.
2) Wi-Fi LINK MODEL
The outdoor propagation model introduced in [43] is used for Wi-Fi transmission. The received power in dBm at a UE located at a distance d from a Wi-Fi SC, P W r , is determined as follows:
where, P W t is the TX power in dBm of the Wi-Fi SC. PL W d represents the path loss in the Wi-Fi signal at a distance d from a Wi-Fi SC, which can be expressed as:
where d W 0 denotes to the reference distance from the Wi-Fi SC, which is equal to 5 m. X W q is the log-norm shadowing term of the Wi-Fi band with zero mean and a standard deviation, σ W , of 7 dB.
3) mmWave LINK MODEL
The mmWave outdoor link model defined in [44] , is utilized in this paper. The received power in dBm at a UE located at a distance d from a mmWave SC, P m r , is determined as follows:
where, P m t is the TX power in dBm of the mmWave SC. PL m d represents the distance-dependent path loss experienced by a UE at a distance d from a mmWave SC, which can be expressed as:
where d m 0 denotes the reference distance from a mmWave SC, which is equal to 5 m. X m q represents the log-norm shadowing in the mmWave band in dB with zero mean and a standard deviation, σ m , of 10.3 dB and 14.6 dB for LOS and non-LOS (NLOS) cases, respectively. n m is the mmWave exponent path loss, with a value of 3.88 for LOS and 2.2 for NLOS.
G dB ( , ) in (5) represents the antenna gain in dB in a certain direction specified by the azimuth and elevation angles and , respectively, which can be expressed as [45] :
where G mdB represents the maximum beam gain in dB.
−3dB and −3dB are the half power beam width in the azimuth and elevation directions, respectively, and 0 and 0 represent the azimuth and tilt angles of the beam center. 
IV. PROPOSED 2C/U PLANE SPLITTING AND PROPOSED PROTOCOL STACKS
This section introduces the details of the proposed management protocol and the protocol stacks of the proposed LTE/Wi-Fi/mmWave HetNet. Generally, in building LTE/WLAN interworking architecture, it is necessary to follow the general 3GPP recommendations [15] such as: 1) avoiding any modification/interface in CN, 2) minimizing the impact on IEEE specifications, 3) improving WLAN network control/mobility, and 4) minimizing eNB/CN signaling load. All these requirements are taken into consideration and realized under the proposed HetNet architecture. Fig. 3 shows the schematic diagram of the proposed LTE/Wi-Fi/mmWave interworking. As shown in Fig. 3 , the (Wi-Fi/mmWave) WLAN is tightly integrated with the LTE at the PDCP layer, since integrating at other layers such physical (PHY) and MAC are not appropriate. The integration at the PHY would require significant standards modifications, which violates the aforementioned 3GPP recommendations. Also, the integration at the MAC layer needs the design of multi-band MAC protocols, and it would introduce synchronization challenging issues. As shown in Fig. 3 , to facilitate the design of the proposed hierarchal LTE/Wi-Fi/mmWave HetNet, an LTE/WLAN protocol adaptor is proposed. This will isolate and hide the WLAN physical interfaces from the LTE upper layer, since it is used to package and translate signals from WLAN to LTE and vice versa. Fig. 3 shows that the C1-plane and C2-plane signaling are transmitted by the LTE eNB and Wi-Fi, respectively; while the real time mmWave MAC signaling e.g., mmWave BT, association request and response, etc., are performed in the mmWave band. The U-plane can be carried by either LTE, Wi-Fi or mmWave bands based on the availability.
A. MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL
As shown in Fig. 4 , the management protocol of the proposed LTE/Wi-Fi/mmWave HetNet consists of two types of management operations associated with the inter subcloud and the intra sub-cloud statuses of the UE. The LTE eNB provides a continuous C1-plane coverage in the inter sub-cloud status of the UE. As the UE is detected to be within the coverage area of Wi-Fi/mmWave sub-clouds via LTE-based localization, offloading decision may be taken by LTE mobility management based on the estimated traffic loads on both LTE eNB and the detected sub-clouds and UE traffic demands. Should an offloading decision be taken, sub-cloud selection and Wi-Fi/mmWave SC association can be carried out by the aid of the collected reports from the UE and the detected SLCs as follows:
1. UE will be triggered for switching ON its Wi-Fi module if it is in a sleep mode by the LTE eNB via C1 plane. The UE ON/OFF switching based on the usage is used toefficiently reduce the consumed energy and saving the UE battery. 2. UE Wi-Fi module broadcasts active probe request frame to discover its surrounding Wi-Fi/mmWave subclouds using C2 plane. After receiving Wi-Fi probe response frames from the surrounding sub-clouds via the C2 plane, UE acquires their essential information, e.g., ESS identifiers (ESSIDs), signal-to-interferenceplus-noise ratios (SINRs), etc. 3. UE sends the collected information to the LTE eNB via the C1 plane. Utilizing this information along with the current statuses of the detected sub-clouds including the status of their Wi-Fi and mmWave bands, reported to the LTE eNB via the backhaul links, a sub-cloud is selected by the LTE eNB for associating the UE. Then, it informs the UE by the ESSID of the selected sub-cloud. Also, it informs the selected sub-cloud by the collected UE context information, e.g., its traffic demand, MAC address, etc. 4. Finally, UE associates with the selected sub-cloud using Wi-Fi interface via C2 plane signaling, and a Wi-Fi link is established. In the intra sub-cloud status, the UE will be under the control of the associated SLC within a local mobility domain. Inside the sub-cloud, the interoperation between the Wi-Fi and mmWave can be summarized as follows:
1. The SLC continuously collects the Wi-Fi received signal strength (RSS) readings experienced by the UE. Then, finer UE location information can be estimated using Wi-Fi-based localization. 2. Inside the sub-cloud, the probability of mmWave coverage can be estimated utilizing the accurate UE location information. Also, exploiting UE location information can extremely relax the BT complexity by reducing the search space for the mmWave SC and UE [46] . 3. If the decision is that the UE can be covered by mmWave access [46] , a switch ON control frame is transmitted by the SLC to the UE via the C2 plane to switch ON its mmWave module if it is in a sleep mode. Then, information related to mmWave best beam IDs required for the BT process by the detected Wi-Fi/mmWave SCs can be carried to the UE via C2 plane. 4. Based on the collected Wi-Fi/mmWave UE measurements inside the sub-cloud, e.g., the traffic loads on the detected SCs including their Wi-Fi and mmWave bands and UE traffic demands, the SLC decides the best SC to convey the user data traffic. Then, the SLC informs the UE by the SSID of the selected SC. Also, it informs the selected SC by the collected UE context information, e.g., its traffic demand, MAC address, etc., to associate with it and steer communication session towards its mmWave link using mmWave U-plane for data traffic while maintaining Wi-Fi C2 plane for signaling.
B. U-PLANE PROTOCOL STACK
Obviously, the proposed architecture follows the current 3GPP standardization [15] without any LTE modification with respect to LTE eNB and CN as legacy LWA. The architecture only requires that IEEE standardization supports the use of dual band Wi-Fi/mmWave SCs, which is already standardized by IEEE 802.11ad [29] for backward compatibility. The aggregated U-plane path can be tracked by Fig. 5 , as follows:
• User data originated from CN is transferred to serving eNB on S1 interface through general packet radio service (GPRS) tunneling protocol.
• U-plane can be served through LTE, Wi-Fi or mmWave band based on the reports collected from sub-clouds and UE. • Using split data radio bearer (DRB) in Fig. 5 , data packets at PDCP layer are scheduled for transmissions using either LTE eNB or sub-cloud.
• Standardized LWA adaptation protocol (LWAAP) [15] layer provides required adaptation/encapsulation for forwarding split data packets on WLAN. It adds DRB ID and packet ordering to allow re-ordering when aggregated at UE. As well as data is transferred from CN to LTE eNB via tunneling, it also transferred from LTE eNB to WLAN sub-cloud via tunneling over standardized Xw interface as the conventional LWA non co-located scheme [13] .
• Data packets can be forwarded from SLC to the serving SC on high speed front-haul link. Switching between sub-cloud SCs (Horizontal HO) and between available air interfaces (Vertical HO) are done in the same SC under SLC control without LTE eNB involvement. In other words, IEEE-based WLAN operation is left for IEEE management under sub-cloud control.
• At UE, received data from either Wi-Fi or mmWave, will be de-capsulated, re-ordered by LWAAP layer, aggregated with normal LTE packets at PDCP, and introduced to LTE higher layers.
C. C1, C2-PLANE PROTOCOL STACK Fig. 6 shows the detailed structure of the C1 and C2 protocol stack of the proposed HetNet, which can be explained as:
• Control signaling is divided between two control planes (C1 and C2). C1 signaling is introduced from centralized MME at CN and transmitted by LTE eNB, and C2 signaling is introduced from the distributed local MMEs (LMMEs) at SLCs and transmitted via the Wi-Fi band.
• UE is provided by two radio resource control (RRC) message translators: the first one for translating RRC messages carried by C1 for driving Wi-Fi UE module, and the second one for translating RRC messages carried by C2 for driving mmWave module of the UE. VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 6. Proposed protocol stack of the C1 and C2 planes.
V. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, analytical frameworks to precisely bound the performance of both the conventional LTE/mmWave and the proposed LTE/Wi-Fi/mmWave HetNets are developed.
To this end, analytical models are introduced for many important and interrelated parameters to analytically assess the gains of the proposed HetNet over the conventional one in terms of mmWave band utilization, mmWave energy efficiency and eNB/CN signaling load. In this paper, the simple Markov model (MM) is used to model the steady state probabilities of the U-plane of the conventional HetNet, since the observed U planes are directly related to the LTE and mmWave states. On the other hand, due to the use of the hierarchal architecture in the proposed HetNet enabled by 2C/U plane splitting, the operation of the proposed HetNet can be efficiently modeled using hidden Markov model (HMM). In which, the 2C planes represent the hidden states of the HMM, i.e., inter sub-cloud and intra sub-cloud states. Whereas, the U planes represent the observable states, i.e., LTE, Wi-Fi or mmWave U planes. Considering that UE will be attached to the highest data rate U-plane whenever it is available; thus, as long as the LTE-U is observed, the inter sub-cloud (C1) state occurs. Similarly, as long as the Wi-Fi-U or mmWave-U are observed, the intra sub-cloud (C2) state happens. Fig. 7 (a) , shows the MM of the two different U-plane statuses in the conventional HetNet. It is assumed that the UE will be attached to the band that provides the highest data rate U-plane whenever it is available. This can be represented by the Markovien transition matrix, M M M L/m , which can be expressed as:
where P b represents the blocking probability of the LOS link between the mmWave SC and the UE. P m CT , represents the probability of the correct transition of the U-plane from LTE to the mmWave, which can be expressed as:
where P m a is the actual availability of the mmWave band and it represents the percentage of the total mmWave coverage with respect to the LTE eNB coverage. P C miss is the miss detection probability of the mmWave band in the conventional HetNet mainly comes from the errors in LTE-based UE positioning, and it is defined as the probability that the UE is estimated to be in the out-of-coverage areas of the mmWave SCs; while it is actually located in their coverages. Higher values of the miss detection probability indicate higher percentages of losing the opportunity of linking the UE with the high capacity mmWave SCs, which is not desirable. More details about P m a and P C miss and their analytical derivations can be found in Appendices A and B, respectively.
By directly solving (9) , in the steady state using (10), the mmWave and LTE U-plane probabilities, P m C and P LTE C , of the conventional HetNet, can be expressed as:
On the other hand, Fig. 7 (b) , shows the HMM for the U-plane of the proposed HetNet. The transition and observation matrices M M M inter/intra and H H H of the HMM of the proposed HetNet, can be expressed as:
H H H = P 11 P 12 P 13
where P W CT represents the probability of the correct transition from the inter sub-cloud status to the intra sub-cloud status and can be formulated as:
where P W a and P W miss represent the actual availability and the miss detection probability of the Wi-Fi band (sub-cloud) inside the LTE coverage, see Appendices A and B. Again, higher values of P W miss mean higher percentages of losing the opportunity to connect to a sub-cloud. P ij in the H H H matrix represents the transition probability from status i in the C-plane to connection j in the U-plane. For example, P 23 is the probability that mmWave U-plane is observed whenever UE is in the intra sub-cloud status, i.e., whenever C2 plane is used. Based on the assumption that the UE will use the highest available data rate U-plane, then P 11 = 1, P 12 = P 13 = P 21 = 0, while
(1−P P miss )(1−P b ) and P 22 = 1−P 23 . P P miss is the mmWave band miss detection probability inside the sub-cloud of the proposed HetNet, which mainly comes from the errors of the Wi-Fi-based UE localization, see Appendix B. More details about P W a , P W miss and P P miss and their analytical derivations can be found in Appendices A and B, respectively.
By solving the Markovien transition matrix in (13) in the steady state using (15) , the different C-plane probabilities, P intra and P inter , that the UE is within the intra sub-cloud status and controlled by C2, or within the inter sub-cloud status and controlled by C1, respectively, can be expressed as:
Consequently, using (14) , the different mmWave, Wi-Fi and LTE U-plane probabilities P m P , P W P and P LTE P of the proposed HeNet, can be calculated as:
Substituting from (16) and (17) and using the values of P ij of the H H H matrix, (18) , (19) and (20) can be re-written as:
VI. SIMULATION ANALYSIS
In this section, the performance of the proposed LTE/ Wi-Fi mmWave HetNet and the conventional LTE/mmWave HetNet like the benchmark schemes given in [37] and [38] are compared using exhaustive numerical simulations. Moreover, the accuracy of the system mathematical analysis is verified through comparisons between the results come from the mathematical framework and the numerical simulations.
A. SIMULATION SCENARIO
In the simulation scenario, the target environment is considered to be the coverage of one LTE eNB located at the center. In this macro area, fixed number of Wi-Fi/mmWave sub-clouds are overlaid to cover almost this area. In each subcloud, dual band SCs are implemented to provide the Wi-Fi and mmWave services. As, the network densification strategy will be the dominant theme for the 5G networks, the number of the SCs per sub-cloud is varied to evaluate the system performance under different values of SCs density. The UE is always connected with the LTE eNB. When the UE is only covered by the macro service, the C1-plane and U-plane are supported by the LTE eNB. As the UE joins a sub-cloud, all the control signaling is done by the C2-plane supported by the Wi-Fi band via the SLC, and the U-plane is opportunistically provided by the Wi-Fi or the mmWave bands based on their availabilities. The main simulation parameters and their corresponding values are listed in Table 1 . During the simulation, one UE is assumed to be randomly dropped in the LTE eNB coverage and moving in a random direction with velocity v km/h during the simulation period T .
B. EVALUATION METRICS
In the following analysis, for fair comparisons and to focus on the efficient usability of the mmWave band, the HetNets performance is evaluated and compared only with respect to the mmWave band under different mmWave SCs densities. In this context, many key parameters, such as mmWave band accessibility, eNB/CN signaling load and the mmWave initial access complexity are used as performance evaluation metrics. The mmWave band accessibility has been mathematically formulated in Section V as P m C and P m P in (11) and (21) for the conventional and the proposed HetNets, respectively. In addition, as a new proposed metric, this paper introduces the mmWave usability as a measure to quantify how much the mmWave band is efficiently utilized in the HetNet with respect to average rate and energy consumption. When correctly deciding that the UE is located within the mmWave coverage based on localization, a correct HO decision may be taken if blocking is not happened. Thus, a useful mmWave link may be established with the UE, and useful mmWave rate and energy consumption are utilized. On the other hand, due to localization error and shadowing effect, if the UE is wrongly detected to be within the mmWave coverage, a false HO decision is taken. As a result of the false HO decisions and blocking, mmWave band will conduct an un-useful antenna BT consuming mmWave rate and energy with no benefit. In this context, mmWave rate usability index R U and energy usability index E U , are generally defined as follows:
where, P m = P m C in (11) or P m P in (21) for the conventional and the proposed HetNets, respectively. Also,P a = P m a or (P m a /P W a ) for the conventional and the proposed HetNets, respectively. m and C are the average achievable data rate and BT rate of the mmWave band, respectively. For simplicity, we assume that C = m , and µ = T BT /T f = 0.1 is the BT time to the total frame time. P m FD is the mmWave false detection probability that the UE is estimated to be in the mmWave band coverage; while it is actually located out of its coverage. Here, P m FD can be expressed as P C FD and P P FD for the conventional and the proposed HetNets, respectively. More details about the false detection probability and its analytical formulations can be found in Appendix B. In (24) and (25), the terms in the numerators indicate the useful utilization of the mmWave band. Whereas, the terms dominators indicate the un-useful utilizations of the mmWave band due to redundant BT.
C. SIMULATION RESULTS

1) mmWave ACCESSIBILITY
Generally, as indicated in Section V, the mmWave accessibility highly depends on the mmWave miss detection probability as given in (11) and (21) for the conventional HetNet and the proposed one. Fig. 8 shows P C miss and P P miss obtained by the mathematical models given in Appendix B and the numerical simulations for the conventional and the proposed HetNets against different mmWave SCs densities at v = 5 km/h, respectively. Here, P C miss is calculated for the conventional HetNet with respect to the LTE eNB coverage, while, P P miss is calculated per sub-cloud and averaged over all sub-cloud in the proposed HetNet. Clearly, P P miss calculated over the sub-clouds is comparable to P C miss calculated over the whole LTE eNB area because the mmWave service is only available in the sub-cloud area. From Fig. 8 , as the number of deployed mmWave SCs is increased the mmWave miss detection probability is decreased. Also, the conventional HetNet has higher mmWave miss detection probability due to the higher LTE localization error compared to the coverage area of the mmWave SC. On the other hand, the proposed HetNet has lower Wi-Fi and mmWave miss detection probabilities. A constant P W miss = 0.26 is achieved in the proposed HetNet due to the use of a fixed number of deployed sub-clouds in the LTE eNB area. Also, using 5 SCs/sub-cloud, 82% reduction in mmWave miss detection probability is obtained using the proposed HetNet over the conventional one. These results are achieved thanks to the proposed two stage UE localization process; in which an LTE-based localization is used to localize the UE in accordance to the wide coverage sub-clouds, and the accurate Wi-Fi-based localization is used to localize it against the small coverage mmWave SCs.
The effect of the miss detection probability on the mmWave accessibility is shown in Fig. 9 . This figure shows the mmWave actual availability, P m a , and the mmWave band accessibilities, P m C and P m P at v = 5 km/h, respectively without considering the blocking effect, i.e. P b = 0. The results obtained by the mathematical Markovien models given in (11) and (21) and those obtained by the numerical simulations are approximately matched. Also, the proposed HetNet efficiently accesses the available mmWave band since P m P nearly reaches P m a . Yet, P m C of the conventional HetNet is significantly far from P m a , which indicates poor mmWave accessibility. For example, with 5 SCs per sub-cloud, the proposed HetNet outperforms the conventional one by about 50% in the mmWave band accessibility.
2) mmWave RATE AND ENERGY USABILITY WITHOUT BLOCKING EFFECT
As given in (24) and (25), both R U and E U are inversely proportional to P m FD . Thus, P C FD and P P FD are calculated for the conventional and the proposed HetNets, respectively based on the mathematical formulations given in Appendix B. Fig. 10 shows the false detection probabilities obtained by the mathematical models given in Appendix B and that obtained using numerical simulations for the proposed and the conventional HetNet against mmWave SCs density at v = 5 km/h. Generally, the mmWave false detection probability is increased with increasing the density of mmWave SCs due to the increase in the erroneous in mmWave coverage decisions. Also, the proposed HetNet outperforms the conventional one in terms of mmWave false detection probability at all tested SCs densities. At 5 SCs per sub-cloud, about 80% reduction in mmWave false detection probability is obtained using the proposed HetNet. Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 give R U and E U of the compared HetNets using both the mathematical models and the numerical simulations against mmWave SCs density at v = 5 km/h without considering the blocking effect, i.e. P b = 0. Obviously, these figures show that the proposed HeNet highly utilizes the mmWave band more than the conventional one especially in low dense SCs scenarios. For example, with 3 mmWave SCs per sub-cloud, the proposed HetNet outperforms the conventional one by about 73% and 23% in R U and E U , respectively. This high mmWave band utilization comes from increasing P m P over P m C in addition to decreasing P P FD over P C FD owing to the use of the precise control and localization provided by the added Wi-Fi band.
3) mmWave RATE AND ENERGY USABILITY WITH BLOCKING EFFECT
Figs. 13 and 14 show R U and E U of the compared HetNets against different values of LOS blockage probability, P b , VOLUME 6, 2018 with 5 SCs per sub-cloud and at v = 5 km/h. Generally, the R U and E U are decreased with increasing P b for both the proposed and the conventional HetNets. This is due to the fact that the blocking is significantly affect the mmWave communication and limits its accessibility. From Figs. 13 and 14, the proposed HetNet outperforms the conventional one in terms of R U and E U for all tested P b values. For example, at P b = 0.4, the proposed HetNet outperforms the conventional one by about 62% and 21% in R U and E U , respectively.
4) eNB/CN SIGNALING LOAD
In the conventional LTE/mmWave HetNet, even if a UE is moving with low or moderate speeds causes frequent HOs among the deployed mmWave SCs. This is due to the limited coverage of the mmWave SCs. In turns, a significant mobility signaling load is applied on both lte eNB and CN. Nevertheless, in the proposed HetNet, two types of HOs exist: the inter sub-cloud HO and the intra sub-cloud HO. The first HO type is needed to perform a HO between LTE eNB and the distributed sub-clouds, which requires C and U planes HOs. The second type is related to the U-plane HO among the SCs inside the sub-cloud, and it is the dominant HO type, especially in dense SCs scenario. It is assumed that each HO in the conventional HetNet and each inter sub-cloud HO in the proposed HetNet generates an equal signaling load on the eNB/CN. Since the intra sub-cloud HO in the proposed HetNet is loaded on the SLC, it does not generate any signaling load towards the eNB/CN. Thus, the total number of HOs in the conventional HetNet and the inter sub-cloud HOs in the case of the proposed HetNet per second are used to indicate the normalized signaling load on the eNB/CN. Fig. 15 shows the simulated normalized eNB/CN signaling load for the conventional and the proposed HetNets for semidense (5 SCs per sub-cloud) and dense SCs (8 SCs per subcloud) deployments at different UE speeds. Generally, as the UE speed increases, the signaling load on the eNB/CN is increased due the increasing rate of HO decisions. From  Fig. 15 , due to the proposed distributed control, the proposed HetNet extremely relieves the mobility signaling load on the eNB/CN especially in the dense SCs scenario at both low and moderate UE speeds. For example, with 5 (8) SCs per subcloud, the proposed HetNet reduces the eNB/CN signaling load by 46% (64%) over the conventional one, respectively, at both v = 5 km/s and 25 km/h. The high reduction in the eNB/CN signaling load comes due to the fact that, only the mobility signaling for the relatively low rate inter sub-cloud HOs is loaded on the eNB/CN, while the heavy intra subcloud mobility signaling is dealt by the SLC in a local domain. In contrast, in the conventional HetNet all the mobility signaling associated to HOs between the mmWave SCs is loaded on the eNB/CN.
5) mmWave INITIAL ACCESS COMPLIXITY
In this paper, the complexity of mmWave initial access is evaluated as the number of beam switchings required for establishing the mmWave link with the UE. For the proposed HetNet, we use the mmWave initial access methodology given in [31] and explained in Section III.B. For the conventional HetNet, the UE location is estimated using the LTE-based localization, and the mmWave SCs localized around the estimated UE location are directed to perform exhaustive search BT as given in [47] . Fig. 16 shows the simulated number of beam switchings of the mmWave initial access for both the conventional and the proposed HetNets using different SCs densities. As shown in Fig. 16 , the proposed HetNet significantly reduces the complexity of mmWave initial access over the conventional one, by 92% for all tested SCs densities. This complexity reduction is due to the accurate Wi-Fi localization compared to the LTE localization, which cannot be efficient in the SC and beam levels due to the large localization error compared to the SC and the beam coverages. Thus, in the conventional HetNet, a large number of mmWave SCs are directed to perform exhaustive search BT with the UE for initial access. However, in the proposed HetNet, only a few number of SCs with a low number of beams are used for initial access.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the complementary features of LTE, Wi-Fi and mmWave bands are proficiently leveraged to introduce a tightly coupled LTE/Wi-Fi/mmWave multi-band HetNet for 5G cellular networks. Interoperation among the different elements of the proposed HetNet is accomplished via a novel concept of 2C/U plane splitting. The detailed network architecture and the required protocol stacks of the proposed HetNet in addition to the protocol that organizes its internal operation were introduced. A rigorous mathematical framework is introduced to mathematically tight the performance for the proposed HetNet against its key parameters. Generally, simulation and mathematical results, which nearly match each other, show that the proposed HetNet significantly outperforms the conventional one which directly integrates the mmWave to the LTE via the concept of C/U splitting. Specifically, the analysis shows that the proposed HetNet has lower mmWave miss and false detection probabilities than the conventional one enabling efficient accessibility and utilization of the mmWave band. Moreover, thanks to the proposed SLC, the mobility signaling load on the eNB/CN and the mmWave associated signaling such as mmWave initial access are extremely relaxed and become transparent to the LTE eNB. 
APPENDIX A ACTUAL AVAILABILITYIES OF mmWave AND Wi-Fi BANDS
As defined previously, the actual availabilities of the mmWave and Wi-Fi bands, P m a and P W a , represent the percentage of the total mmWave and Wi-Fi potential coverage with respect to the LTE eNB coverage, respectively. For simplicity, we assume non-overlapped coverage mmWave SCs and Wi-Fi sub-clouds, and the sub-cloud coverage is defined only by the Wi-Fi SC located at its center. Thus, potential path loss models given in Section III, averaged over the shadowing term, can be used for evaluating P m a and P W a . The potential coverage of an mmWave SC or a Wi-Fi sub-cloud is bounded by its potential range R. Here, R represents the maximum distance from an mmWave SC (Wi-Fi sub-cloud) center of coverage; where the received power by a UE exceeds the receiver sensitivity threshold, P m th P W th , respectively. For example, the small coverage, C i in Fig. 17 (a) and (b) , represents the potential coverage of an SC (sub-cloud) with a potential transmission range R, which can be obtained based on the potential pathloss models given at Section III. According to this definition, P m a and P W a for the mmWave and Wi-Fi bands inside the LTE eNB coverage, using (5) and (3) and assuming LOS condition for mmWave, can be expressed as:
where N m and N W represent the total number of deployed mmWave SCs and Wi-Fi sub-clouds in the LTE VOLUME 6, 2018 eNB coverage, respectively. A LTE c is the LTE eNB coverage area based on the inter-site distance (ISD).
APPENDIX B MISS AND FALSE DETCTION PROBABILITIES
As previously mentioned, P W miss and P m miss are the probabilities that the UE is estimated to be in the out-of-coverage areas of the Wi-Fi sub-clouds and the mmWave SCs; while it is actually located in their coverages, respectively. By analogy, the false detection probabilities P W FD and P m FD are the probabilities that the UE is estimated to be in the sub-clouds and the mmWave SCs coverage; while it is actually located out of their coverages, respectively. The UE localization accuracy highly effects the miss and false detection probabilities; hence, higher localization accuracy results in lower values of miss and false detection probabilities and vice versa. Lower values of the miss detection and the false detection probabilities are highly desirable as they indicate lower percentages of losing the opportunities to link with the high capacity SCs and redundant scanning for SCs connectivity, respectively.
The following mathematical analysis is general and can be applied for evaluating the miss detection and the false detection probabilities of both mmWave SCs and Wi-Fi subclouds. For illustration purposes, Fig. 17 (a) and (b) show a graphical representation of the miss and the false detection probabilities, respectively. In Fig. 17 (a) and (b) , the large coverage, C L represents either the LTE eNB or a Wi-Fi subcloud coverage, and the small coverage, C i represents either a mmWave SC or a Wi-Fi sub-cloud coverage. As an illustration example for the miss detection probability, in Fig. 17 (a) , UE1 is actually located in the coverage of C i , but it is wrongly estimated to be UE1, which is in the out-of-coverage areas of ∀ i . Accordingly, UE1 will miss the opportunity to get the high resources available in C i because the SLC (LTE eNB) will not request the UE to switch ON it mmWave (Wi-Fi) module and start scanning for mmWave (Wi-Fi) connectivity, respectively. Thus, the miss detection probability, P C i miss for a certain actual location UE(x, y) and its estimated location UE(x,ŷ), where x, y andx,ŷ are the actual and estimated x and y positions of the UE, can be expressed as:
where N is the total number of the distributed C i s, i.e., mmWave SCs or sub-clouds. Specifically, while calculating P W miss and P P miss in the proposed HetNet, N is considered as the total number of the deployed Wi-Fi sub-clouds in the LTE eNB coverage and the total number of the deployed mmWave SCs in a Wi-Fi sub-cloud coverage, respectively. On the other hand, while calculating P C miss , N is considered as the total number of the deployed mmWave SCs in the LTE eNB coverage.
The description of the coverage C i is illustrated in detail in Fig. 17 , which is considered as a planer circular disk in the UE horizontal plane with a radius R centered at (X i C , Y i C ).
As shown in Fig. 17 
Thus, the planer disk region, C i , can be mathematically expressed in terms of R, X i C and Y i C as follows:
Based on the equality condition in (31), the boundaries of y for a specific value of x, can be expressed as:
The estimated UE position,x andŷ are modeled as two independent Gaussian random variables with mean values given by the actual UE position, x and y, respectively, and with standard deviation, δ [48] . Hence, as indicated in Fig. 17  (a) , the probability distribution functions (PDFs), f x and f ŷ are independent with joint PDF of: 
From Fig. 17 (a) and using (33) , (28) can be expressed as:
C x, y ∈ C i (35) Thus, the miss detection probability over all UE locations and the coverages of the N C i s, i.e., mmWave SCs or sub-clouds, P miss can be formulated as: 
where, A C k represents the area covered by the k th SC (subcloud). By substituting from (31) and (32) into (36) , P miss can be finally expressed as in (37) , as shown at the top of the net page. (37) can be used to evaluate P C miss given in (11) of the conventional HetNet, by using δ 2 of the LTE localization and C i , N corresponding to the distributed mmWave SCs in the LTE eNB area. Moreover, it can be used to evaluate P P miss and P W miss of the proposed HetNet, by using δ 2 of the Wi-Fi localization and LTE localization along with C i , N corresponding to the distributed mmWave SCs and sub-clouds in the sub-cloud and LTE eNB areas, respectively. Fig. 17 (b) illustrates an example explaining the concept of the false detection probability. In this example UE2 is actually in the out-of-coverage areas of ∀C i , i.e., mmWave SCs or sub-clouds, but it is wrongly estimated to be UE2, which is in the coverage of C i . This causes redundant C i scanning, which highly consumes the UE battery without benefit. The false detection probability, P C i FD for a certain actual location UE(x, y) and its estimated location UE(x,ŷ) can be expressed as follows:
Using Fig. 17 (b) and (33), (38) can be re-written as:
By adopting the same procedure used to deduce the miss detection probability, the false detection probability P FD over the whole actual UE locations in the out-of-coverage areas of ∀C i , can be formulated as: Likewise, P miss given in (37) , P FD can be finally expressed as given in (41) , as shown at the top of the this page. Also, P FD is a general equation that can be used for evaluating the false detection probability of the mmWave SCs in the conventional HetNet, i.e., P C FD , and the false detection probabilities of the mmWave SCs and the sub-clouds, i.e., P P FD and P W FD , in the proposed HetNet, as previously explained in the case of P miss .
